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Reimagined BART service

• We understand the public is looking to 
us to provide reassurance that service is 
as safe as possible and social distancing 
is followed.  

• To welcome riders back and regain 
confidence in public transit, BART has 
released a 15 Step Plan while 
continuing to explore new measures 
and technologies that could assist in a 
safe recovery.

• Read the plan at www.bart.gov/COVID
(printable Fact sheet and translations in 
multiple languages)

http://www.bart.gov/COVID
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Enhanced Cleaning

• Each and every car is fogged every 
24 hours.

• BART is using hospital-grade 
disinfectant in stations and on-
board trains.

• Train poles are wiped down with 
disinfectant at the end of the line. 

• Station touchpoints are wiped down 
multiple times a day.  

• Exploring new cleaning 
technologies.
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Match Service Level to Demand

• Running all long trains.

• We have begun to increase train 
frequency based on ridership data.

• Visual indicators and frequent audio 
announcements encourage social 
distancing and face coverings 
compliance.

• Crowding data is posted at 
www.bart.gov/crowding.
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Crowding Charts
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Health and Safety Measures

• All stations have hand sanitizer 
for the public.

• All stations have extra masks 
for those who need one. 
Officers and Ambassadors also 
have extra masks if needed.

• Touchless payment for fares 
(Clipper) and for parking 
payments (Official BART App).
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Personal Hand Straps

Available for $5 at 
www.railgoods.com

Can be cleaned at home.

http://www.railgoods.com/
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Health and Safety Measures

• The ventilation on BART cars is 80% 
recycled and 20% fresh. 

• The recirculated air is filtered prior to 
being dispersed through the window 
frame. 

• The air in each rail car is fully replaced 
fifty times per hour.

• BART is testing upgraded air filters and 
the use of ultraviolet lighting in the air 
ducts of train cars to kill viruses in the 
air flow. 
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Coronavirus Downtime System Improvements
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Partners
In coordination with 
Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission and other Bay 
Area Agencies

Moving the Bay Area  

Safely
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Riding Together- Bay Area Healthy Transit Plan
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Stay Informed 

• Daily website updates at 
www.bart.gov/covid
• Ridership and crowding data

• Schedule changes

• Response and prevention 
efforts

• The latest on our efforts to 
advocate for emergency funds

• Sign up for email alerts at 
www.bart.gov/signup

http://www.bart.gov/covid
http://www.bart.gov/signup
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We’re In This Together


